**Pgm Horse Name (Jockey)** | Wgt M/E | PP | Start | 1/4 | 1/2 | 3/4 | Str | Fin | Odds | Comments
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | Bold Command (Perez, Jr., John) | 112 L b | 2 3 | 2½ | 2Head | 4¹ | 2¹/² | 1³ | 10.80 | always close. led late
2 | Widget (Rivera, Luis) | 115 L b | 1 4 | 4¹ | 5¹ | 7³ | 3² | 2¹ | 3.80 | ins turn. swung 5w. game
3 | Savethelasdancefome (Spieth, Scott) | 116 L b | 6 6 | 5² | 4Head | 3¹ | 1¹/² | 3¹/² | 3.20 | bid 5w/1/4. angled in, tire
4 | Crafty Stag (Deveaux, Sean) | 124 L b | 3 9 | 8³ | 8⁴ | 6³Head | 4¹ | 4¹/² | 46.90 | unhurried. fast fins 6w
5 | Lace Manzotti (Stokes, III, Rex) | 115 L b | 9 8 9 | 9 9 7³ | 6¹ | 5¹/² | 6.40 | lagged. bid 8w, too late
6 | Burning Element (Camaque, Marco) | 117 L b | 7 7 | 3Head | 3³ | 2¹/² | 3Head | 30.00 | press 4w. bw 3/16, tired
7 | Shiloh Gold (Mailhot, Pierre) | 115 LA b | 5 7 6⁴Head 6³ | 8² | 5¹/² | 8¹/² | 17.80 | even, bw 1/14, lacked bid
8 | Trick Man (Whitney, Dana) | 112 L b | 4 2 | 1½ | 1Head | 1Head | 4¹ | 8¹/² | 2.10* | long duel. faltered 1/16
9 | Kanu (Barria, Jesus) | 115 LA b | 8 5 | 5Head | 7³ | 8³ | 9 9 | 6.90 | tracked. chase gave way

**Fractional Times:** 24.80 48.76 1:14.46  **Final Time:** 1:42.00

**Winner:** Bold Command, Gray or Roan Colt, by Menifee out of Linda Coqueta, by Rubiano. Foaled May 13, 2004 in Kentucky.

**Breeders:** Haragus Sexton, Sandra Sexton & Mark Mullen.  **Winning Owner:** Paul G. Overholt

**Claiming Prices:** 2 - Bold Command: $10,000; 1 - Widget: $10,000; 7 - Savethelasdancefome: $10,000; 3 - Crafty Stag: $10,000; 10 - Lace Manzotti: $10,000; 8 - Burning Element: $10,000; 5 - Shiloh Gold: $10,000; 4 - Trick Man: $8,000; 9 - Kanu: $10,000;

**Scratched Horse(s):** Rocket Ready

**Total WPS Pool:** $83,456

**Trainers:** 2 - Overholt, Paul; 1 - Allen, Jack; 7 - Schrock, Rhonda; 3 - Brooks, Jennifer; 10 - Rennekamp, Nick; 8 - Rupert, John; 5 - Demczyk, Virginia; 4 - Englehart, Chris; 9 - Baird, John

**Owners:** 2 - Paul G. Overholt; 1 - Ferd Farm; 7 - Darrell R. Sapp; 3 - Kami Brooks; 10 - Nick J. Rennekamp; 8 - Thomas Vanderhyde; 5 - Rebecca Demczyk; 4 - Maggi Moss; 9 - Baird, John W. and Naber, Mary E.;

**Footnotes**

BOLD COMMAND was always up close while saving ground, sat patient to top of the lane, came through along the rail to vie in mid stretch, drove clear late and increased margin under steady handling. WIDGET stalked contested pace while saving ground, angled out five wide entering the stretch, put to a stiff drive in the lane, closed in willing manner. SAVETHELASDANCEFOME tracked the pace to mid turn, rallied five wide near the quarter pole, took control while angling towards the inside mid stretch, weakened late and just saved the show position. CRAFTY STAG unhurried from the gate, found stride mid turn, came six wide into the stretch, was closing fast nearing the finish. LACE MANZOTTI lagged far off the pace, trailed to the quarter pole, rallied eight wide upper stretch, was going well at the finish but was no real threat. BURNING ELEMENT rushed from the gate, pressed running four wide at the half, vied while between foes top of the lane, was briefly in tight upper stretch, weakened late. SHILOH GOLD rated early on, raced mid track throughout, mounted mild bid during the stretch, was slightly carried out by WIDGET entering the stretch, failed to sustain rally, no real threat. TRICK MAN sent hard, vied while between rivals throughout, battled gamely to mid stretch, faltered near the sixteenth pole, used up. KANU hustled to track the pace to the half, chased under urging far turn, was all done leaving the stretch, finished weary. A CLAIM OF FOUL WAS LODGED BY THE RIDER OF SHILOH GOLD AGAINST THE RIDER OF WIDGET WAS DISALLOWED. ALSO A CLAIM OF FOUL BY THE RIDER OF BURNING ELEMENT AGAINST THE RIDER OF SAVETHELASDANCEFOME FOR INTERFERENCE IN UPPER STRETCH WAS ALSO DISALLOWED.
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